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In the second of these volumes, Sheldon Whitippwrote that a new

fw ..
-.

pay co brlig research and practice together was for researchers eo'take

4.4alk, and offices and into school class-e walk out of their laboratories an
1,_

-
rdbme.. He spoke about the new problems that such produce., 'tut they

also bring somnew information, inforiation that ink has teen under-

preaented at these conferences;. inforpation on what is actually happening

In classrooms' where children are or are not limning to read.

The volumes include"chapiers about the micro levii of eye sieve - "`

rents, hemisphere dominance and infer:lotion processing. There is at least.

one chapter at the macro level of statigtical surveys. And in between
4 -

these are Chapters on- specific Curriculum materialk. But,except for

Marie Clay's chapter in the secoul volume, there isv.erz lttle about

what goevonin..classroomewhere teachers and children come together around

the materials and behave in ways that get counted and statistically analyzed

in reading research.

-' So, I wilruse my discussant role to fill this gap, and report some

observational research by myself and others on learning to read in

- room interac tion. Trebasso mentioned at this conference that speech act

theories have become fashionable in linguistics. It's also the case that

observaticuil research is again fashionable in psycholegy.Whin you put

the two together, you get the, relatively recent sociolinguistic and/or'

ethiogzaphic research in classroom settings. Not much.of this research

toast. has focused on reading; but it.easily could. Reading, after all,
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is itself a language performance, even an oral petf'ormance in the beginning .

.school years. That. performance and the interactions in which it ls embedded--

between teachet anI child or among_children--can easily be monitored by

,4*

audio or video. tape. My- hope is that from such' research we will learn

something about effective environments for learning to read, and also.that

reading will bea productive point of intersection between sociolinguistic

analyses of how language is used interpersonally and cognitive psychological
. *

analyses of what people do idthlanguige in their heads. Were a long.way

from understanding that'relationship now. _We d3n't even have many theoreti-
t

.cally4ased hypotheses that could shift -observational research from a bottom-up

' to i more top.dow of enterprise. But we do know that at least Fog some cog-

nitive-tasks, such relationships to the language,enviranment do exist._ Per-

haps the clearest example is the effett of immersion in an,eqvironment where

a language is 'spoken

for/five, ten or even

that language

that one once knew but had thought totally forgotten

twenty yeds.. Somehow, ode's memory of .knowledge of

cess.to it, is changedtdramatical within hours of

getting off the plane.

_1 know of no indication that ability. to read can Se increased that

much by 'hilts from one envdronment to another. But we do have studies

that point up. some 01 the envirpnicptel influences oh that mere'prosaic but

lisportani variable of time engaged in reading tasks. Two by Hess and Takanishi

(1,974) and Cazdi (1973) are more traditional studies in Which observers did

on-the-spot c

sOciolin tic ,an

- of verbal and non- rkar behlikiors. ',Cumin
,../

Comp. tive sociolinguistic analysis of a a

,7

ing. Two byPiestrup (1973) and McDeymott ,(1976; 1977) are

ethnographic analyses of audko- or video-taped afgmEnts/
.

and Herasiachuk

and grade child giving a
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first iraderke.ading lesion and a teac her conducting a spelling lessonxith

a groapof second graders. But since their intent is not to compireeffec-

nese
tivOon any criteria, t hat study Will..n ot be further described here,

Bess and Takanishiiobserved student "engagement "in eight 30-minute
,

observations in.39 elementaty sctool classrgog, in low- income communities

to find out Whit teachers did to "turn on" their students to academic work

in mathematics and language arts. Oyerall, they fouall that student engage-

. .

sent was strongly and consistently related to. teacher behavior;, but not to

clessroomarthitecture, nor to student characteristics such as\sex and
.

ethnicity. Two demonstrations of intra-teacher 'consistency in their data

-ate iipressive. First, two teachers were observed during tim condecative

years.. Although they had completely diffirent-classes mug retorted that

they felt large differences between the two years, the mesaNvel:O1 engage-

ment in their classes remained almost identical.. Second, during the second

year of the study, an entireschool being obserWed moved from a self-contained

clastroom:buildinn'to one-with,open-space architecture. The rrall level

of engagemeit across these very different physical environments was.identicil

(82-and $3X), and the rank order of teachers in terms of perceht engagement'-'

in their classrooms des .86.

Contrary to expectations, Hess and Takanishi found that these levels .

of student engagement were not consistently related across teachers to
.

"specific teacher strategies'4 such as the frequency of specific questions

or of feedbatk;instead they were strongly related to_more "global instruc-

tional strategies" such as instructional group:size (more-engagement in

.

amity groups), and.direction of student attention `more engagement when

directed toward the teacher Ethan toward-other students or materials alone).
.

5
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The authors Conclude with a-eccoendation.that teacher - training programs

concentrate on skills in classroom social organization rather than on more

726 -1

specific'teaching behaviors. This is an important caution for tompgtency-

.

based training as it is usually conceptialized.

Seurral years ago, at the request of Children's Television Workshop,
4.)

1 conduct50 an obiervational study th t also measured children's engage-'

sent - -or attention as we called e wanted to find out what environ-

mental variables effected,the viewing behavior of children watching The

Electric Company intheir elementary school classroOms. Viewing behavior .
4

was defined as both visual attention and Verbalizations. We observ ed 10

primary grade classrooms during the 30- minute show five or Big times each.

OM independent measures of attention weie used: a scan of the entire class

at 30-s)econd

screens, and

intervals to count rhoge visually oriented toward the TV

continuous monitoring and recording of the -visual attention.

of individual studente on an event-recerder.., Monitoring individualat-
.

_ ___1_

iention on the event-recorder was extremely reliable (.94 intenpobserver

. 1 t .

agreement), group attentidh averages from-the 0,0-seoqabscans had
-i- . ,

a
,
. .0

high validity (averagesuithin classroom correlation of .94 between measures

of gtOup and individual attention). Coding verbalizations
1.

was more. diffi -

cult (iotetobserver reliability attained only .84). The 10 classrooms

.1-
ueresselected to represent a range in classroom "structure", defined here

from ,

Es a continuum /classrooms Were attention to the show was expected'and

enforced by the teacher ("high" structure) to classrooms whore range"

of competing activities was available ("low" structure). ,As expected, we

found that blassioom structure was positively relatfd to both group at-
.

tention (correlation .87) and individual attention (correlation .95).
./ .

6
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High structure affected 11 children, increasing their attentiveness and
sr

responetveneae to The Electric Company, so that. poor readeirs in high struc-

scores

tare clkssroons had.higikr attention/thah be ;ter readers in low structure

Clissrooms...

With 'the .exception of-one Classroom, structure also correlated highly

with average number of reading responses (correlation of .90.1or nine claises,

but only .38 for all, ten).' In the one exception, the most highly structured

at
classroom vas highpst-in amount Of aftentionpaid by the students but lowest

in average number of ,wading responses. Since there was nothing -#.n the level_

of reading ability in the classroom that wouldexplain this anonkly, we thihk

thit some aspect of this.teacher'p classroom control (which

understand from our limited observations) discouraged overt

we could-not

reading response,.

Because The Electric Company is designed especiallylor children

reading below grade level, we were also interested in the relaEionship

'tween viewing behavior and reading level. Children's reading ability can be

Categorisad-according _to their relative standing.in_rheir_clasa_lhii#4.

or lciv reading group) or ranked nor, ablolutely according to standardized

test scores. Average attention of children in the lowest quaitfle of adhieve'

nent test scores was 79.7E. While this was not as bgh.as rhe.89.47.*nd 85.8%

attention of the two middle quartiles (25-75 percentiles), it was higher

than thi.:69.8% attention of the best readers and was encouraging evidence

that the she was, reaching its intended audience. llore'interesting And

surprising was a finding that, without exception, children-of the flame 1

tested reading levelehowed less attention and more fluctuitions in their ,1

(
attention (more distractions) when they are-among the lowest readers in heir

classroom than when they are in relatively higher reading groups:, In tilla fol-

.

lowing tables Gamlen, 1973, p, 37), this, data ii shown for the sixlanitond

grade classrooms for which fall standardised test scores were available.'
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Attention and Fluctuation of Children
'in Six Second. Grades by Standardized
test Quartiles (CoMprehenilion) and
Relative Standing in Class

Standing high
within
Class low

,5Zanding
within high
Class

low

115

Because our sample was not designed for matching numbers of children in each

Percent Attention

Comprehension Quartiles
_

1-25%' 26-50% '51-75V 76;100

n = 0
89;5
n = 10

90.9
n= 9

73.2
n= 11

79.1

n ='20
79.0 :
n =.4

87.3.

n =

- 49.4
n = 5 .

.

NUmber of Fluctuations

Comprehension QuartilesN .

,

51.2 30.6 44.4
:

50.i . 58..6 --- S7.5 64.6

_,'

7

of these cells, firm conclusions cannot be drawn. But in these admittedly
-- -1-

. .

limited data, lower relative standing in class (in terms of reading group

assignments) adversely affects children's attention to televised reading

material. apen in. this way, a variable such as reading level, thatis

usually considered a child variable in its absolute sedge, becomes an en-
.

vironmental variable so well through the child's relative standing _in the'

classroom group. This phenomenon deserves fuCther research.

Piestrup's research on sources of interference betweenthe language

of Black children and their teachers was referred to in Simons' chapter.
e

.

In an analysis of 104 reading instruction episodes audiotaped in 14 first

grade classrooms with predominantly Black children, Piestrup identified

8 .43
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two kinds of interference which she labelled structural and functional.

Whether the mismatch is only a temporarymisundersCanding or amore serious

.harrier depends'om the4eatheei understanding Of the problomiand her rf-

,'-

sponsero it. In the following episode about a workbook lesson, the

teacher explicitly and effectively dealt with a structural (dialect)

4

conflict:

T. ...hoW.would you bars' the colt?'

C
1

Tear it.
4

it7t

T. Huh?
_--

C1 Tear it.

ih--th=-014! Do you, do you know what a dolt now/

C1 Oh, kill it, kill it!

T iv', what's a colt?

Cl SOmethin' you limier.

T- There's an '1' in it. "Coat" is c-o-a-th;-don't laugh,

that!s all tight. "Colt" is very hard for_city'ihildren;.--J

becauie they haven't been out on the far., and they don't
know about it. /s a_beby, a bahy colt.

C3 A baby colt.

. _

P

1'

CI Oh yeah!

T Remeiber the story/ an' it's a c-S-11-t. "Coat" is

c-o7a-t, and it's no '1' in it, but listen to-- Keisha--colt,

colt, colt. Now, do you know what a colt is?

C4
Yeah, Lknow.

T What is it?

C
2

A baby horse. 4

T Yes, imi-htih, how could you harm a baby horse?

(Piestrup, 1913,pp. 3-5).

'Imterierence is termed functional rather than structural when'the

mismatch Comes from the functions language it used for rather than from

. 9
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structural .features of the language itself. In the following excerpt

,

from oral reading, )he children shift away from discussion ofremote con-

tent to verbal play; thiYteacher is-ignoted'and fails to get heir attention

Wick to the reading taskl

'Off'

C1 'Off to the--

T OK. It says 'wood.'
4

C1

T We would say woods--this book was written -in England.

C1 _Now, I'm hrough: .± ain't gonna read this page again.

.0K. dell, ite're'ionna turn the page and we're just gonna

readthe next page.

Cl Uh uhf Darren 'sposed to be-first.

T _Well, I'm waiting for Darren to come back. Come on, Darren.

C
2

He just playin' aroun'
(not clear). A

' - 'C1 He'creck his knuckles, in the buckles.

'C
3

Vh-uh..
.. . ,-

,

T OK, Zip and Wendy ran to the woods, And here's the-:
.

.., .

Cl. I got a tow truck. My mama bought.me one.

-- father.

r

Q
1

An' I got me a car to hook it ;on. It got a hook--

1 (Piestrup, 1973,-pp. 6-7)

.

The two teachers out of
, the group of fourteen who were able to

Ow ',accomodate most effectively to both structural and functional sources o4

interference, termed "Black Artful/' by Pieetrup, had teaching ep nodes

that were both lively and foousad on read and their childretvhadthe

10
T.>

J
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highest reading scores at the end of girst grade...PiestruV's conclusion

that "the ways teachers communicate in the classroom'are crucial to chil-

dren's success in Leirning to read" (p. 1/0) is worthy of more extended

sociolinguistic research.

,

_McDermott .(1976; 1977) hasdone an intensive microanalysii, frame

by frame, of video-tapes of two 30-minute reading groups (top group and bot-

-.

tom grpup) in one first grade classroom. During those 30-minutes around

the reading table ( children in the top group spend three times as much

time on-task as children in the bottom group, and McDermott has tried to ,

undersiand-hOw this happens. First, the procedure for allocating tarns

to read is different id the two,groups. In the top group, thie number of ,

' --

pages in the story iaAllOcated equally among the children, and each child

reads his share in order around the table. In the bottom group, there's

no fixed order and each turn is negotiated according to who requests a

turn and w, ho the teacher dank* can read the page in question. Interrup-

tions are more frequent in the bottom. ifroup (4q vs. 2 for the top group)

and more disruptive' because continuation of reading is more dependent, on

the teacher for assigning the next turn. Someof these interruptions at

even initiated by the teacher herself:

On one ocCasion, for example, she organizCa the children

toCall for a turn_to read their-new'books, "Raise your
.
hands If you can read page 4." The children straighten
themselves, up in their chairs, form neat lines along the

sides of thereading table,-and either raise4heir hands

for a turn'ortat leas$ look at their books or\the ekacher.

As their hands reach their highest point, the teacherlooks

away from the raading,group to the back of the fOOM« She

yells at one child in the-top voup, and then another child

in the top group; The-three children in the bottom group
raised their hands, lover the' to the. able. ',Another

little boy who didn't have,his hanbraised thrusts his !.

'chair back away from the reading table and the teacher
r-

11'
41.
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and balance, it on its two tack legs. The'other two

children in the-group simply look down at their Woks.

The teacher returns and says, "nobody can read page 4?

Why not?" Eventually theshildren recover,,andsomeone
gets a turn'. But it all takes time.

McDermott, 1977, pp. 25-6)'
_ . /

. .
.

-`Row does this Contras.* come about? Possibly the-teacher hap been

782

0
told somewhere that calling on children in a random order helps keep the-

attention of potentially more disorderly-children (as recommended, for
.

. ,
.

example, in the program analyzed by'Birtlett). -More 'importantly, McDermott

-,
I -_-

suggests!
.

What is driving this whole system?' I don't think it
is the'negative expectations of the teacher: Rather, _ ,

the children in the bottom group represent'pedigogical-

and interactional problems for the teacher. fedagogi-

.
tally, there $4 no doubt that it is easier-for the
teacher,to practicr reading with the children in the

top group than to struggle with the process of teach-

Leg ecoding-to the children in the bottora group., Au&
iateractionally, there is the pressuke of the comp&tition ,. .

between the groups and the scarred identities of the chil-
a.

dren in the bottom group.. Even within the bottom_greup

le heal claims of ope-tehild against another. ( "Oh, you-

can't read'. "Better, than you.") Or we cam point to -

a child in the bottom group who constantly /ills for
\ ,

\ =

turn, to read'while,at the same time,:appears_to struggle

to make sure that she ddes not get eye-contact with the

teacher.. f -,
. -

. ,
,

-
v..* ,s-

In,response to all these problems, the teacher and the chil-

dren in the bottom group make adaptationec In response to

all theSepreasurea they struggle-to solve the-pedagogical

and interactional problems of coming to school not knowing

bow to read, of haTtitkg a teacher wpo expects them to know

how to read,. of having a'teacher who doesn't know how to
overcame. that they do not know how to read while-she has'

twenty other children 'walking around the room, and of

.overcoming the pressure of having the other children taunt,

them for their,perforsigRes. In response to all this, they

-make very specific adaptations. One adaptation is td make,

sure that no one child is isolated to read something too

.diffleult. So the teacheruses-the two different turn
, .

taking systems with the different groitps:and this &deka-
,

tion hai the consequences already explicated..
A . .

.. ,
.

(McDermott, 1977, pp. 27-28) .

12,
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McDermott concludes:

4.

disccess.in learning is best' predicted by the time
e

a child spends on a task; some may learn faster

than others, but` with tine, almost any child din
learn. what has db.be learned in schbo

are thq proper organiZatiouel coustr
getting the ;Oild tnekfor the
of time. Th question .of thy some okladretrsathieve

more others has beentransformq-into question

about the environments in 'terms of which? some children

get consistently organized to attend to school tasks'

in classrooms while others donor... A'
sto

733

Certain children, who, for whatever reasons come to-
school behind ,their peers in the development of class-

room skills, constitute both pedagogical and interactional'

problems for most teachers. __Aost teachers say of them,

that they are harder tot tach; pareof that reaction is *
that they need more of all teacher's time if they are to

catch up with their peers. In addition,they most learn

-under the pressureof knoffingathat-theiare behind,
generally in a 4iassroom which locates status in
paxton the Minis of the children's intellectual rank-
ink in-the classroom... 1

Thus, the small datzences bk.nieutchildren inthe early

years of school, quickly'to the draitic forms of
differential performance which become obvious in later s

years.- At the root of, these differences is not so such

the-extreme complexity of the school tasks, nor the
differences,in the leirning potentials of the different

Children; but the Ufferentiil environments we offer'
the children for-getting organized and on ttsk so that,

- learning can take a -

( McDermott, ,1977, pp. 11-12)

1
I think we have to acknowledge that ;that Nspernott hie exposed would be

found elsewhere if,we dared to is& as close a look.

Time on task powerful variable, but it is.not,the' only one.

one more qualita vs variable is .here *fie atte5tion of children and

tefcbor is foc ed. The sinplestcontrastherels,decoding skills vs.

meaning. We know we can not tell what aCtually,happeet from the manuals

'41
13.
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teachei's desk or the methods she professes to use. For example,

4

a 1
.

i i one of the'firstTgrade teadingpstudiei supported by the Office of

,

Edocatioil Cooperative Research Froject,Chall and, Feldman (1966) went

behin&"Meihold A vs. methqd B" comparisons to examine what teachers-
.

actually:did to implement those methods, Obserliationil studies of

A

teachers showed no Significant relationship between the raking of the

teacher's professed method emphasis (whether "sOtind-symbol6 or "meaning")

and the method emphasis observedin her classrooi (p. 573). Pqpp made a
,

similar point in her contrastive analysis of chrriCulum material's.

McDermott's research suggests that the 'locus may vary from one

group in a classroom to another. In his top group, the childrencoald

read the words.

Occasionally, the children create problems by word calling

instead of reading for meaning, and the teacher's main

,pedagogical task is to convince the children that there

is lb/Jog-language complete with propositions with illocu-

tionary force on.the page. Thus, one child reads, "But

Ricky said his mother..." in a dull monotone, and the

teacher corrects her, "Let's read jt this way, 'But

Ricky,,,said his mother".

With the bottom group, the teaCher,has rather different

problems. Aciordingly, the teacher and the children

.
constitute father different environments for each other

in the different stoups. The children in the bottom

group do not as well as the children in the top

group, and the teacher attends less to the language

on the book' pages and more to the, phonics skills.

needed to interpret any given word in the text. thma

there are many more stopping places'in the children's

reading, and the story line which is to hold the lesson

together is seldom alluded to and never developed.

(McDermhtt, 1977, pp. 22-3)

These alternative foci of attention --story line or phonic skills--

may also be distributed throughout diffeient parts of the'school day. As

14
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put of a larger study of children's fUnctional language competence in

kindergarten and the primary grides being conducted at the Center fox-.
,

Applied Linguistics, Griffin (1976) has isolated a set of reading event

contexts which differ is the kinds of interaction that take place. She

presented apilotsanalysis of two events in one first-grade classroom:

the Craditiondl readjgg croup and 4be teacher reading a story to the

0,
ak

entire claim. r the latter, teacher questions are all "comprehension"

questions, in this caseprimarily_cd anticipated meaning:. "Whet do you

think will happen then ?" jeihe2reading group, by contrast, teacher

comments and questions are about, decoding, about units no larger than a

word. EvidentlyEvidently Shia pattern_is to pervasive that definite expectations

about appropriate responses have been learned by the children. When the

*
teacher at one point shifts and asks about meaning in the regding

the child responding gives an inc*rect decoding-type answer. At leAst"

in this-firat grade classroom, there is a division of teacher attention

and, therefore, of child attention as well, such thatdecodiegknd cos -.

prehension -are taught in entirely stparate contexts.

At first thought, suclia separation may seen depriegentalto learning:

Iniultively, it seems harder for children to get decoding and comprehending

together in a single mental act if they are taught !Nitrate'', in different

parts of the school day. On the other hand, maybe a clear and consistent

,
4ocustof attention is helpful, especially for beginning learners. A

student' paper (Dickinson it al, 1977) raised this question in a new way.

Didkinson et 41 described differences in single ve,'multiple foci,

and attendant dffferinces in tad Spent offstasi in a math lesson and a

reading group lesson with first-grade children in a single K-1 claisroom.

15 oe
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In the math lesson, the children were individually gpaniPulating attribute

'blocks intq intersecting'sets: There was a repeated fad, therefore, pre-
.. "A

diciable sequence of teacher directi;es placemedt blocks,

.
questions to the children about whalithey had done, anti, finally a cow.: ..

cluding statement about what they had found but. In successive sequinSes,,
.7 .

.

,the two parte oreach directive (e.g. "Place the blue blocks in this
4k

-circle".ancOlace the yellow blocks in this,Circle.") were spoken with

decreasing intervening time, and successive questions to the children

elicited Progressively ibore information. In the.reading group, in contrast,

there was adze variation and less predictability' in both the fOCui of

attention and the interajional structure. The teacheeasked individual

'take turns fling aloud, but talk'about

page numbers, and-capital vs. lover case

Children tot

of conEenti,

the bookLtitle; table

letters ;as inter-

A

spersed in .seemingly unpatterned ways.

;
Mere were so many other iiifferencei between the V00 groups that no

firm coetlnsions canbe drawn -- differences inactivity, group size and

. .

wHether the 'group included all children present or only a 'subset. While,

the reading group was mailer, it did not include all the children in /`

4

room. at the time, and so was more subject to interruptions and divided

teacher attention.. It would take more,controlled research to determine

how such the interactional simplification of the math group alone contributed
i

to the greater, on -task engagement.

The possible instructional value of such interactional simplification

is not a new idea. Some of the success ofstar (described inBartlett's

chapter) may be due to'ihis feature. Recently, such simplification has
.

0.4

been.advocated.anew fh i'discussion of the design of Sesame Street

1.6
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.(Gibton, Palmer 16.1rowles, 1975). A familiar example of holding the

instructional frame constant while varying the content is the Sesame

treef categortion games "One of these
. .

. ..-

Gibbon et al explain the reason for this design:

-

Varying the. content while keepinorthe format constant
promotes familiarity with format conventions that. sit
potentially useful for instructional purposes. The

format of arty program segment functions. as a kind of
"frame" for the instructional. 'content, a complex -of

. auditory apd visual conventions that the child can
master through repeated exposure. For example, the

viewercan learn to expect thee a particular format
will usually deal with a particular category of stimulus
(letter, 'word number, concept) and with a particular
inteqectual activity (memOriting, sorting or clatisifying,'

.guessing, combining). A particular sequence of event,

or types of events will reliably occur; a particular

ty$e of feedback to the viewer's implicit or explicit
responses 1,111.13e delivered. Moreover,:a viewer's
familiarity with" given format can help him determine
at-what point in the presentation the important inforl
Umtiob will come, how much of it there will be, perhaps
even whether it is likely tojoetoo easy, too difficult,

or about;410tIor hti. Among the main instructional
advantages afforded by these various'formi of cueing is.
that they will entice the viewing child to attend to vitae

..is new in each succeeding application of the format,-
since it will "stand out" against the familiar background
pore than if-the entire presentation were novel. As a
result, learning. and concept formation are enhanced.

(Gibbon, Palmer & Fowles;
- l975, pp. 225-6)

Reading groups as traditionally enacted in primary school classrooms

are inherently complex in content and, interactional structure. Learning

to read requires-many Cifferent.kinds of learnings ebout.the.nested levels ,

of organisation of a wriXpla text-.letter-aoUnd correspondences, unusual
fi -

Word ordei,:pictuation; Layout on-a page and in chapters, etc. lie need

_interactional analyses of alternative organizations of reading events in

which' these learninea can be separated or combined.

,17
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OPEN DISCUSSION OF CAZDEN PRPSENTATION

-

NoCONEIE:. The ethics of *research these dayeeklmost precludes, the' use of

thing like an IRA survey tb find the least effective classrooms. 1,am on the

committee that reviews research propopals at Cornell, for human subjects, and if,
. -

.

a proposal were to come before that committee said, ;!We are going to gather data

on a bunch of cleasroond, so that we can later identify who the effective and

ineffective, teachers are,* thetcaittee probably wouldn't approve the propOtal

'unresstsit.i.ere-made clear to tape teachers, who were going to be in the s- tudy,

that that was ioing,to be the- purpose of'the study,'and that'they could choose

not totarticipate in the study if they didn't, want to. To have that kind of

judgmlint made on then, even in a research contekt, without, their knowledge, 1.45

Deeming unethical in research. ±t's going to be harder and harder to dog this

, ..kind44 research..

)

CIZDEN: There must be sole way around it,becanse I think the Far West Lab is

doing something like this at the moment.. I don't know the details.

MCCOWN: 'Iesuspect being.done, put I alsosuspect it is going to be sins

and mordifficult to do in the futurg.11!

.r

GORDON: There is- one way around that. r donit think those regulation affect

administrative record keeping as such, and the careful monitoring of;such-gecords
7

man proclaim suqb of -the kind of data.

r
, t

WALLACE: I would like. to ask Courtney why she seems to assume that all aspects
, 4

04 iddle-class literao ,Opporting activities at home
,
are equally important for'

739
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,y° 4-
learning to read. We are not going to solve the problems.of poor kids, minority

/. group kide,, not' learning to read, through recreating in one fell swoopl a .

%i

.aiddle -class home environment.'
, . n

rsn't the.crucial question to try to define key ingredients that are

. - , r
.

f sufficient,, and sef if a program built in terms of such hypothesized key

i4gredients will clothe job? .

CAZDEN: I an sorry, God forbid that l' should contribUte reereating' the

middle-class environment as a whole. The point was that I think .co[id teachers do

t the same thing. The teachers whoare-teaching Scott. Foresman a bootleg in

phonici, are taking a program which focuses on context and meaning, ..d adding a

Component at another-level. The teachers wilo.do'-heav 1phonics, and a lot of

language and so on,,are doing the same thing. \

The point of the protocol was a fun way of showing that I think children in

their natural, environments, and-an some schools, get material at different.

levels, that somehow gets put togetheri I just wanted to fight the sequential

c notion which I think is'probably astraw man. I assume that you wouldn't only do

phonemes for any week, or any month..

s

WALLACH: No, but I would do something that has to do with a certain sequenceN

which amines a, series of prerequisites from one subskill to another. What I

worry about is that you are arguing for a genial ;Ind I ttiink'the

whole field, of -reading has been blighted by it. The consequence In customary

classrocmisituations is that an awful lotof kids, hundreds of.thousands of first

graders each yeir, don't gist much of anything out of-what they are ,taught..

20
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CAZINEN: I love your program, and I love. your °otility tptdra, but not as a sole

diet, and that's all. And I don't think we are arguing.

aw

RESNICK: I thinkyou are. ,

WALL CB; Ifyou could make all teachers as competent and skillful and talented

as the very bast of them, that would be one-rqute to solving the problem, but I

don't believe that's going to happen within t! foreseeable futufe.

And if one thinks in terms of what right.practically be done for, say, Aida

Who are around the 20th percentile of natio norms on readineas teats at the

beginning of adhool, and ao on--

4S,

=AN: But bow thoroughly do you believe this sequence?
-s

MiLLACH: Oh, very thoroughly indeed. I. think that phoneme identification skills,"
4

. \
are prerequisite to being able to make :settee out orletter-pho9eme relationships,

1
, 1

If a teacher tries to teach any Och sorts of correspondence rules. That's a
t

very clear ar4cificillton of 'a prerelluisite to something else, and I think it's
6

4

absolutely essential.

.
_

then When you find that there are middle-class five4ear -olds whO, on

the av rage, ari very able to do this, while-pw-income six-year.:01da are.at sea

regardie phonemelidentification akillat you. develop a very 'strong hunch that

that has pomethln4 to_do with differeitial rejding performance.

1
,

CORDON: debateli prOceeding along I think,,two tracks, that don'it pewit

the tee o you Wiest.

'

e,

4
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You, Courtney, seem to be suggesting that we look at'some of the naturally

occurring phenomena, that are facilitative of learning, with a view to better

understanding---these-preeesses,it- seems-irbatlike-is-talking-about- is analyzing

4
some aspeas of learning to identify polka at which one-enters for'thapurpose

. of.corpective intervention. -I think both approaches are entirely legitimate. If

I lay use a medical model;' if kids are generally eating -well, we don't worry

about supplementing them with Vitamins; but if we run across a'child who has got

some nutrition Otoblemi and if you are g4g to intervene to specifically correct

or caspensate, it is very important to determine which vitamin-is missing.

I would certainly thiak that Mike's concern with the treatment is extremely

important to kids who are not making it. You are concerned with facilitating the
4

process, or even understanding what.is fabilitative of the process, to kids who

are making it. So his concern with the sequence, for instance, might be less

important for your kids and my kids, because maybe theydIal with that naturally,

but it May be a kid was stumbling over a particular problem in learning, because

it was.not being organized in that way for him, very much needs that attention be

i
ec

given to sequende.

SIMONS: If people are going to make veiy strong claims _for sequence, I would

.

,

-fike to see the strong evidence for it. And COuriney has made, suggestions about
IP

different levels, but thas;,arGn't a really strong claims. The other claims are

quite strong and I just, ant to know where the evidence is for those strong

clmipa.

. ..

.rCAZDEN: I stilldon't believe we are really arguing. 1 think I should have left

Lea out of this, because I Is not talking, about that as a research strategy for

.

finding out what to do with the" kids tgat.we care about. And I am not fighting

22
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think that while you do, theft, you don't do anything else, and you don't deal with

sentences _until you get that.point in the sequence.' It may be a straw man. But

I think there is a dangerof another iind.of depeiveltion of meaning in stories

and so one that I think can go along with your program. I reallydon't think I

am fighting with you.

WALLACH: Except I suspect that yo /worry is not as worrisome as you think' it
41.. .is. I.

CAZDEN: Yes, I say maybe it is a straw man.

WALLACH: Let me give 'you art example from the kind of things we, found.

PeOPiitoleue that children would be quickly bored with-what we were asking

them to do; that their attention. would Wander, they really wouldn't want to work

at these kinds of rote tasks.

In fact, that's not at all the case. They work very hard. The existence of

a close connection between what they are able to do and what they are asked todo

is terribly crucial in terms of whether they hair.e in their heede, at the time,ss,

whatiheY 'need_in order t,) .respohd positively to tasks thatlgeyare confronted

With. Ad when they have enough of that in hand, Chey move bite naturally to

the next step of Starting to put it together into words, making contact with the

orel language, that's in their head already, Und proceeding to meaning.

GUTHRIE: Your research strategy amounts largely to close obseAation in4

classrooms. I believe probably we have a trade-off situation between thit kind
,

23
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of work and, let us say survey work of a national, level. The trade -off .is that

in obsemintional work you neve a lot of rich information that is-very fruitful:
7 .!

itswigenerating hypotheses. and models of'i teraction for-theories. -But I think it. .

\
is Alfficult to test or refute hypotheses with that kind of observation, because

.

Often'you.liok poser in teris of rejecting a hypothesi s'.

Wow, I think when you have a larger nt*ber of observations over children'and

youteachers, let us say, you have ari.incriame in power to test hypotheses. -But you
.. ..f

. -

dicreise the richness of it
.

ail. I would say it's important to work both finds

tfr

of strategies.' I'think tbattne)rttile expense of the other just probably misses

tIle point. We need hypothesis construction kind of strategies- and' hypOihisis
: .

. ,'., -.

testing strntegies, and they can be combined.l s

,

WILLIS: Because these kinds off large national studies tend to be the kind that _

IL nforms
public policy's° frequently, it seems to me,that therigor is warranted.

. Is it possible to have groups of experimenters doing the same -thing in different
.

places in the country, simultaneously, so' that you have, in effeCt, a large

national study based ono series of micro studies?

TRABASSO: Yes, T think I would like-tia, see some pdordination of the efforts, in

order to avoid duplication of effort. Researchers tendto%reli too much on the

journals as sources of hypothesesrather than the original problem itself, which

seems to be it the classroom. , I think there is a need for some reasonable
1

coordination, some of whibh takes place in conferences like this. Another kind

of coordination would be through organizations that already exist, -or which are

being created such as rending centers. I see the lattePas very expensive.

4

24
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I think the hope here is to return to the general probliem, such as

.

that :Courtney, suggested, namely taking a walk into the classrooa, looking at

classrooms' context, and looking at tate observatiohal studies for sources of

ideas, ao that you 'can keep-the problem.iii front Of You. Then I think you are

sore likely to direct you research towards that qiiestion; rather than sideline
.. .

queitions which arise Prom ,the journals ,per se.

NOW, whether that can be attained by government direction or central agency

diredtiOn or creation of a'center,,I don't know.

which I think Should be encouraged.

But that certainly.is a sodel

GORDON: .1 must_ comment on Harriet's call,for rigor and on John'a reminder that

there isn't mudh power in observational 4ork. Hearing both the Comments remihdlid

me of thf speech that Donald Hebb made back ix? '73

of his favorite admonitions: "Anything not worth

at APA, when he repeated one
,

doing.is not worth doing well."

And if we look-at a Lot of our large-scale studies, because we haven't ,done

the generative work, that is, the careful examination ofwhit the real world out

there is,like, we are frequerrfocused on the wrong issues. So the elegant

icollection of ata with respect to effectiveness, and the elegant analysis ef"it,

fall, I think, into Hebb's little category of stuff that is not worth doing, and.

4

it is therefore notworth doing well. So that, John; I would say there probably
- .

are at" least two points at which the ethnographic work become& important, one is

t the generative level, butthe other is at the level of interpretation of the
*

validated work. After collecting empirical data to test a. specific hypothesis,

we sometimes, find ambiguous relationship between variablee. It say be that we

can begin to
H.

better sense of these ouantitative data If we can look at them

within a descriptive context of the situation in which they have been generated:

4
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Such a contextual examination say better enable us to see What the'trends in the
r 1

data stem to be communicating. But to aimply argue for validation or rigor,

without appreciating the fact that validation and rigor have not told us such 41

far, I think would be a mistake.

CARROLL: At the risk of introducing an old chestnut Z might.bring in a. medical
e

analogy; that ia, the contrast between the, researcher- in a department of biology
_

. _
or chemistry in emedical school Who is working en,blood chemistry, and who does

his laboratory research, an on the other hand the clinical person who goes into
, . .

the hospital and finds out what -kinds ,drdisorders, people haye in 'their blood.

It seems' to F that the Aort of thing that get out of same kinds of

clasiroom observations; would be better notions of what kinds of ,things can go

wrong; what kind of variables seem to'be pertinent in a particular-'situation.
---- . .

For example, this business abo turn taking, and the amoynt of tine that

particular children spend on read , anethe factor's that condition that, may
Ow:1. ,

make,all of the difference, as a aatt4:0 of fact, in many aspects of lading. __

behavior. 4

And 'I think if there is a difficulty in going research *ethically* that

would stem from 'this notion' that people don't want to be evaluated, there is

something wrong there, because we are trying to improve instruction, are we dot?

And we are simply trying to find some variables that contribute to good and lees.

good instruction.

So the kind of thing that Courtney is talking about does have some relevance

to all of this.

26
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, Of course, there is a o a, kind of quasi -laboratorySesearch that is dOne in
)_

classrooms, and' Idon't rtmember whether Courtney and I were at a conference on

teaching, that etas Sponsored by N1E, in which a lot of very careful observations

'..were taken in the classroom, to find'out more about the effect of feedback and

correction of behavior, different styles of, doing this correction, and so on. So

there'are various kinds of clasaroonftbservatign research.

HAMMOND: d'am-interested in focusing the issue on comnensatory edUcation. lt is
0

interesting to se that neither discussant has really discussed that topic in any

direct way, although Mike Wallach may well be pushing us,in that direction. It

.10 ,
seems -to' me there may be some value in looking at what happens in middleclaiS

families, and trying to figure outli-hether any of that is going to be useful in

the classroom. 'But I would want to construct another kind of deficit theory, we.

have laid one to-rest today alrean,',namely a deficit theory,of what happens in

lower-class families. Surely kids who are compensatory.education kids, who come .

,

from, let me call them, lower-class families, come with some, strengths, some >%.
those kidat must come with 30111S strengths. I haxen't heard anybody talk about

that in the last, ew days.

And then finally, on the issue of ethics, and of how difficult it may be to

perform research, I wonder if we shouldn't be concerned in our research about the

side effects, so to speak, of what we are doing. We talked tpday about

transfer, about whether we need to go through all 26 letters, or whether we can

do five, and then assume that somehow the rest are going to fall into place.

- .

. That's s kind of side effect in that in.addition to teaching the kid about this

Asher, and then about that letter, there is a process that is being performed,

Were is selptiling *Oa that is going on, an implicit kind of a thing. There may

be other kinds of side effects that come from a particular Way of teaching kids.
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We say be teaching kids to be more or less independipt, for example, and maybe we

need to loOk some more at some of those things, in addition to what impact we may
.. 4"

be having
.

on the kids' snore on the Stanford Achieveient Test, or some cognitive
,

.

seaaure.

SUPPES: I have three edemas-1; The first is to John Guthrie about power. I' ,

want to defend Courtney's Classroom. Power, in the standard statistical sense,

I
,

is always relative to the hypothesis. The data you presented are extremely weak --'

in power, for many questions that one wants to ask abobt the reading process. -So .
. ,

-there is no absolute sense of power. Her classroom observations, if carefully

calibrated, will have much more power than yourt ilor other questions, other

types of hypothesis, your data will have the power. If you want to study certain

kinds of questions, you'have.got.to look data from individuals in great depth.

You are not,going to do both things. So it'is not an issue of power. I mean, I

want Alliaphasize that your data don't have any more power, per so, than detailed

and careful clasiroom observations.

The second observation, i to you Mike ecaue e in my view I agree with

Herb; you are boo confident about t* 'correctness of your view. I think you

hive-done something that/Is extresely good, and I commend you for it:. but when

it edema to'th4 defense of it, yod /re too imperialistic about the virtues of the

4

particular way you have done things. You remind me of oompulpr programmers, who

have written a'prograu that works well, and you ask them, "Is this the best you

can do?".And they say, "Of course, look how wonarful itls." And they haven't

even tackled the intellectual problem of establishing that it is the best that

can be done.
4
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That is a very such harder question. I as not saying you should have done

it, but l-suat insist upon the point that you have' not done it.

WALLACH: I 6ertainly would not argue this is the best one 'can do.

SUPPES: Courtney gives you too uch.ground, I think. I 'won't give you as such

ground as she gives you. I certainly with what,zou have done. But I would

be willing to say that we need a lot mo study before we can conclude firmly
.

4

that the- particular line of attack yq1 take, careful sequencing in the way that
1

you do it, is the beat way.

I mean 'best" in the large sense,_I don't mean that I as nit-picking, -that

you should do it alig tly-cifferently here And'a little bit differently there. -I

mean, is it concepWally clearly established that, legs say, the Scott Foreaman

way, done with similar dare is necessarily going to be drastically worse.

A ,

WALJACHI Yes, thiq,/ adtly the comparison to Ellson I have been ,talaking .

about. ,

SUPPES: I understand that comparison to Ellson. I haven't looked at Ellson's

data in a while. Bak / don't think that establishes the fact conclusively. And
,,r

I think it's a pointliyorth insisting upon beoause, I think it's(important not to

let that polition:. become entrenched, without. the data so, tirm. that they are

unequivocal. That is nqp to detract from what you have done;,' :it is to argue

about-the conel:usiveneas of the demonstration.

WALLACH: No one study, and no one comparison, are going to establish anything

conclusively. But meanwhile; whirs this scholarly Orocessing is going on, I

.29
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think we should remember that there are hundreds of thousands of kids each yemr

not learning to read in'first grade. Most of them are low income kids, many of

.

them are minority group sembers.
s

.

I tkinlifdne works through to a type of approach that is practical the

sense that it can be-implemented, even though it say not be perfect, that it's

something, that ought to be used while, these other kinds of questions are raised.

SUPPES: Now, that I agree with; we don't disagree'about that. I reall-r-want-t

keep clearly on the table that the intellectual issues of thebest way to procelot-

are still up for fihal resol ion. Third and final point. I recently read

something that for me was very useful about these contrasts that we continually

discuss here%f iddle-class and lower-class family styles. It was a report of

what univeraiiy studenta were like at the University of Oxford (in the 13th

century. The desCriPtion of the life at the university.in the 13th century used

England- as a reference, because the story was about England. No classes in

England have anything like the kind of behavior that was characteristic of

university studenta in the 13th century, in terms of the violence of behavior,

the lack of what we would in broad terms call middle-class culture:

4 4

.41w *

4
Lod I think it'afterribly iportant to recognize that though we can got on

.4

about ,thede distinctions* historically the differences between classes and groups

in our society'aresrealAr very Nilsen ecuppared to the historical differences

between the best
./-

educated and the beat off people now and, say, six or seven
,

hundred years ago.

I

END SESSION

a
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